Professional Grade
Video Ripping Systems
Fast, Reliable, Affordable
The RipStation from MF Digital is the most
advanced commercial Disc Ripper available.
Ideal for media aggregators, home
entertainment specialists or service bureaus
looking to expand their range of services,
the RipStation 7600 Series is a perfect
solution.
Engineered to perfection the RipStation is
designed for long run disc ripping with
absolutely no human intervention.
Completely automated, the RipStation will
extract video from CD or DVD,
automatically, disc after disc. The RipStation
video ripper supports format conversion and
coding to all major file formats. The “KVM”
PC built-in solution means each RipStation
System is pre-configured which results in
easy setup without error - simply connect
Keyboard, Video Monitor and Mouse and
begin ripping.
MF Digital offers unique features which other
manufacturers do not. From the moment
you open the box to the last disc of the day,
you can count on RipStation.
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Media Grabber
MF Digital’s Video RipStation
offers more versatility and
flexibility than any other
ripping system. Video loading
and backup is easy and
automated with the RipStation
video ripper. RipStation offers
extremely accurate and
consistent video ripping for
every disc, saving you time
and money.

Ripping Accuracy
MF Digital’s Video Grabber is a
very reliable disc archiving tool,
with full error correction
verification support from the
source disc to the digital copy.
RipStation includes drive stop
control, video metadata to XML
format and automatic software
updates to insure your
RipStation has the latest
features and benefits.

Flexible Configurations
RipStation video ripper offers
software configurations
supporting format conversion
and coding to all major file
formats such as WMV, DIVX
and AVI. Software features
include specific storage
locations to digitally archive
your batch of DVDs to the
exact location.

Multi-Threading File Mover
Maximum efficiency of Disc
Ripping can be obtained from
our multi-threading technology.
Multi-threading means each
drive in the RipStation works
independently. This
enhancement increases overall
throughput performance and
reduces the amount of time
needed to rip a set of DVDs.

The MF Digital Family of
Disc Ripping System Specifications
Model Number
Drive Configurations
Disc Capacity
Hard Drive Capacity

7601XD
1
80
N/A

Speed, Discs Per Hour**
PC Built-In Operation
Auto Loading System
Multi-Drive Video Ripping

15
No
Yes
Yes

Power Consumption
Dimensions

(W x H x D)

100-240 Watts
16.5” x 9” x 16.5”

1 Drive
2 Drive
4 Drive

7601XD 21lbs (9.5kg)
N/A
N/A

Weight

7602, 7604
2 or 4
300
7602: 160GB
7604: 500GB
25, 40+
Yes
Yes
Yes

7104 CA
4
600
910GB”

200-248 Watts
15.3” x 10” x 10.8”
22” x 22” x 16” (7604)
N/A
7602 36lbs (16kg)
7604 38lbs (18kg)

200-248 Watts
22” x 20” x 20”

50+
Yes
Yes
Yes

N/A
N/A
54lbs (25kg)

*7104 Pro Hard Drive(s) provide 160 GB and 750GB Storage.
**Throughput will vary based on content, settings & master quality.
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